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Abstract:
Chemists tend to be “assimilators” in terms of Kolb’s terminology for the learner. [1-2] Assimilators’ learning preferences are abstract conceptualization and reflective observation. They excel at the use of inductive reasoning to
assimilate disparate observations into a theoretical model.
Assimilators are often found in mathematics and the basic
sciences. There are good reasons to provide students with
experiential learning. Research has shown that more indepth learning is facilitated when learners can adapt to new
learning styles. Currently the lab exercises provided in general chemistry are useful only to a point, and do not give
our students a wide range of empirical learning. Our goal
is to provide labs that stretch our students to become more
engaged with the learning process, to ask questions at each
stage, and to provide solutions which they “discover”. In
this context the project plans to develop innovative laboratory experiences for an existing course.

Rationale for Innovation :
The problem being addressed in this project is that students
often show up unprepared for the laboratory for various
reasons. One reason may be that the laboratory manual and
text deliver well only some of the important lessons that
the lab needs to convey. For example, a recrystallization
can fail in many ways: too much solvent added, too little
solvent added, cooling too rapidly, not cooling enough etc.
More relevant and exciting activities would either: 1) allow
students the opportunity to make important decisions before
coming to lab via animation or virtual exercises; or, 2) give
an engaging visual demonstration of the necessary skills
with supporting lecture discussion and pre-lab quizzes that
cover the correct lab protocols and their rationale. My project has entailed the latter approach. The main thrust of the
endeavor is to have students engaged in the decision making process before coming to lab and thereby to enable
them to avoid misconceptions and erroneous routes.

Strategy:
The motivating force for this project has been the recognition that labs in general, organic and inorganic have common elements that all need to be addressed ranging from
the set-up and use of various apparatus, to performing procedures, and doing calculations, both of which are tied to
underlying concepts. The lecture is one avenue to teach
the concepts whereas the laboratory applies the concepts.
Some stubborn perceptions can often lead to misconceptions. For example, one may need to add solvent to prepare a solution to recrystallize and to remove an impurity
from solution. A common error is to add more than the prescribed amount of solvent and to suffer a low yield. Presentation of the procedure along with the pertinent (solubility)

data and the thought processes for designing a (recrystallization) procedure gives a conceptual basis for understanding the procedures, and will help students to make correct
decisions in the laboratory.

Implementation:
Our primary focus at the outset will be the preparation of
students for the laboratory using video and animation exercises to engage students in the processes and procedures
that they will encounter in the laboratory. Labs have been
carefully selected to provide for three primary types of
experiences: 1) structure & properties (SP); 2) preparation & analysis (PA); 3) theory & models (TM). Each of
the labs combine varying aspects of the tools and concepts needed to perform as a professional chemist. (see
Table of Some Selected Experiments)

Atom-efficient synthesis of tin(IV) iodide and reactions ...

Perborates, percarbonates and eco-safe bleaches ...

Table of Video-logged Experiments:
Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Experiment
Check-in
Paramagnetism, ferromagnetism and ferrofluids
Siliconizing agents and polysiloxanes: “Silly Putty”
Atom-efficient synthesis of tin(IV) iodide
Perborates, percarbonates and eco-safe bleaches
⇔ Week 1 (prep.)
Perborates, percarbonates and eco-safe bleaches
⇔ Week 2 (analysis)
Synthesis of ferrate(VI) a “green” oxidant
Synthesis and characterization of
[Co(en)2(SMeCH2CH2NH2)]I3
Fuel cell for hydrogen and oxygen
Spring Break
Dye synthesized solar cells
Lab quiz (covers labs 1-8)
Preparation and characterization of [Al(acac)3]
Preparation and characterization of [Mn(acac)3]

Type
SP; TM
SP; PA
SP; PA; TM

Siliconizing agents and polysiloxanes: “Silly Putty”

SP; PA

and will be assessed in two stages:

SP; PA; TM

Phase I (assess video production and communication needs):
1. Determine what production quality is required to support student engagement and learning.
2. Verify that there are connections being made between course
content and concepts/terms in the laboratory.
Phase II (probe more deeply into three primary objectives):
1. Provide interesting and engaging video vs. text only manuals
2. Familiarize students more successfully with laboratory protoculs, concepts, terminology and calculations.
3. Make discernable connections between content in lecture and
laboratory

SP; PA; TM
SP; PA; TM
SP; TM
SP; TM
SP; TM
SP; TM

Some Video-logs Prepared To Date:
Thus far there have been ten labs videoed, and to some
extent edited down to pertinent scenes that are essential to given laboratory protocols conducted successfully. The labs presented here include: “Atom-efficient
synthesis of tin(IV) iodide and reactions of tin and its
compounds”, “Perborates, percarbonates, and eco-safe
bleaches: preparation and analysis”, and “Siliconizing
agents and polysiloxanes: ‘Silly Putty’”.
The key teaching elements are to be selected in each laboratory and the video produced to amplify the instruction
in areas that are key to getting the lab done correctly.
The following laboratories have been editted to include
captions and audio tracks that also provide the narrative.

Plan to Assess Learning Skills & Subject
Mastery:
This project set out to undertake video-logging of laboratories to enhance the laboratory experience for students

Measurement of these activities will be accomplished using pre- &
post-surveys and quizzes.
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